Standing Desk floor Mat Options

To order Sit to Stand Desk Mat
Please enter Purchase requisition in SAP

If you have questions please contact :
Tina Renaud
Floortex Solutions AFS- Tex System 5000

Vendor Number: 1030943  Price: $112.49

Item number: AFS-TEX-5000 26-x36

Video:

https://vimeo.com/224453923
Floortex Solutions  AFS- Tex System 3000

Vendor Number: 1030943  
Price: $65.28

Item number: AFS-TEX-3000

Video:  
https://vimeo.com/224453835
VARIDESK Sit Stand Desk Anti-Fatigue Mat

Vendor Number: 1047081
Item number: 49912
Price: $65.10

Product Description
36" x 20" x 5/8"
Non-slip bottom
Beveled edges that won't curl
5/8" (1.5 cm) thick core
Vendor Number: 1047081
Price: $116.88
Item number: 49787

Product Description:
28" x 35"
Helps stimulate circulation and relieve stress
Industrial-grade plastic frame and steel Rocker bar for active standing and sitting
Enhanced movement and activity for the feet knees and legs
Supports feet knees hips and back
ESR Sit-or-Stand Dual-purpose Mat Hard Floor, Carpeted Floor

Vendor Number: 1099471
Item number: 184603
Price: $137.12

Product Description
Innovative, dual-purpose mat offers an ergonomic solution to sit-to-stand workstations on hard floors and low-pile carpets. Use it sitting or standing. Resilient, 3/8" foam cushion with vinyl backing on one end provides a soft, comfortable surface to reduce fatigue while you stand. Innovative hinge folds for cushion to stand on and unfolds to a full-size chairmat. High-quality vinyl provides a durable rolling surface and floor protection. Rectangular shape provides a large surface area to maximize your mobility. Versatile design protects either hard floor surfaces or carpets up to 3/4" thick including padding.